Memory Foam Mattress

About Maxdon Mattress

Maxdon Mattress is a professional China Mattress Manufacturer specializing in Memory Foam Mattress, Pocket Spring Mattress, Latex Mattress, Hotel Mattress, Kids Mattress and Foundations. The company was originally founded in 2001, and has combined research and development, production, and marketing in our complete system of management. We own rich experiences of exporting mattresses and foundations. Maxdon mattress have a professional team of high-level researchers who can design and manufacture all kinds of outstanding mattresses according to the actual demands of each different country in the world.

To accomplish our global strategic network of sales, Maxdon founded a subsidiary overseas sales department in Shenzhen, the establishment the Shenzhen branch further enables us to provide better, faster, and more convenient customer services for our customers overseas. Maxdon has registered the brand of “Maxdon”. As Maxdon Mattress adopts the North American leading technology of production of furniture as the prior guidance, it can substantially produce the same US. and EU. market level of high class mattress in China. Currently, our mattresses and foundations are extremely competitive in the international market.

The guidelines of "Opening Up and Innovating", "Customer is the Supreme", and "Quality is Our Top Resource of Vitality" have been accompanying the marching steps of Maxdon mattress since the very beginning. We take the principle of benefiting people's health and environmental protection as our guiding ideology throughout our development. Our goal is to make every customer enjoy a healthy and comfortable life.

A great number of furniture chain stores and mattress manufacturer in the world have been cooperating with Maxdon on the processing and marketing of our mattress. We also provide OEM & ODM service. Maxdon warmly welcome your enquiry.

Thanks for your action!
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Our Product

**Foam Mattress**: Memory Foam Mattress | Foam Mattress
**Spring Mattress**: Pocket Spring Mattress | Bonnell Spring Mattress | Superlastic Spring Mattress
**Latex Mattress**
**Hotel Mattress**
**Kids Mattress**
**Pillows**: Latex Pillow | Memory Foam Pillow
**Topper**
**Bed Base**

Knowledge Base

**Memory Foam Mattress** also known as Swedish mattress or visco-elastic foam mattress, originates from the NASA space program, first invented memory foam in 1966, now is the most popular mattress type on the market! This kind of mattresses has features that can memorize your body contours and follow the heat of your body to give exceptional support. A memory foam mattress is designed to distribute body weight evenly and then return to its natural shape once you have moved. Nowadays, many of the famous brands import their memory foams from China Mattress Manufacturers to cut the cost of the mattress and increase the bottom line for their shareholders.

**Pocket spring mattress** was the most popular mattress technology before the advent of memory foam, but now the spring mattresses have often been put into shade by other technologies. Pocket spring mattresses always with high quality, they have a springing system that includes separate small springs placed in pockets of fabrics. Hence they are able to control weight properly, the multiple springs are what lends to the mattress giving a greater amount of flexibility. Pocket springs comply with the body's shape helping to maintain natural spinal alignment and distribute body pressure, this mattress serves as an adjusting cushion allowing you to rest and feel better when you awake.

**Latex Mattress** is produced from tapping the Hevea tree, nowadays, less costly latex foam mattress may be constructed possibly of synthetic latex or more often a combination of natural and synthetic latex, it maybe just the best mattress around. The latex mattresses are made with little holes within the core; this makes the mattress more pliable, very supportive and comfortable. They are also hypoallergenic which makes them ideal for people with allergies. Also they can keep you cooler in summer and warmer in winter. The best latex foam mattress pad will abate areas of high pressure and confer perfect position of the back, making a much more soothing night's sleep.
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